
Object
Players work together to grow all the plants in their
garden by matching Garden Cards and Sprout Tiles.

Setup
Lay out the Flowerpots in two rows of six. Mix up the
Sprout Tiles. Every Sprout Tile has a sprout side and a
plant side. Place one Sprout Tile above each Flowerpot
so the sprout side is face up and the plant side is face
down. Shuffle the Garden Cards and place the deck face
down to create the Draw Pile. 

How to Play
Flip over the top Garden Card from the Draw Pile. Look
for a match in your garden by flipping over one Sprout
Tile to reveal the plant underneath. 

The next player takes their turn.

Match Found: If the plant on the Sprout Tile matches
the plant on the Garden Card, a plant grew in your
garden! Leave the matched Sprout Tile plant side up.
Place the Garden Card off to the side in a Discard Pile.



No Match Found: If the plant on the Sprout Tile does
not match the plant on the Garden Card, turn the
unmatched Sprout Tile back over so the spout side is
face up again. Place the unmatched Garden Card on
the bottom of the Draw Pile.



Game End
When you match all the Sprout Tiles, congratulations,
you grew a beautiful garden!
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A Cooperative Memory
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Parent Guide for Younger Players

Talk about names, colors and patterns to help create
memory cues. For example, “Let’s try to remember the
orange pumpkin is in the blue flowerpot.”

Build Memory Cues

On each turn, continue searching for the matching Sprout
Tile by turning over one Sprout Tile at a time until a match
is found. Be sure to flip unmatched Sprout Tiles back over
so the sprout side is face up. 

Ongoing Search

Plant a smaller garden by removing 5-8 Flowerpots and
Sprout Tiles along with the matching Garden Cards.

Plant a Smaller Garden

Allow all players to preview the plant side of each Sprout
Tile when planting your garden during setup. 

Preview the Sprout Tiles
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Tag posted photos with #MyPatchworkGarden

and we might select your photo to spotlight! 

Thank You!
We are a family-owned business committed to

bringing people together through quality games
that are fun to play. If you enjoyed playing our
game, we’d love for you to review us and share

your experience on social media.
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